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1 Definitions  

“Carrier” means the contractual carrier with whom Ford or one of its affiliates has 

concluded the contract of carriage of vehicle by road, rail, barge or vessel or on an 

intermodal basis or a substitute carrier.   

  

“Substitute carrier” means a carrier who has not concluded the contract of carriage with 

Ford or its affiliates but to whom the carrier referred the performance of the carriage.   

  

“Compound” means the place where vehicles are stored and maintained for Ford’s 

purposes. “Compound operator” means the contractual partner who manages the 

compound.   

  

“Logistics Service Provider” (LSP) means any of contract parties as defined above.   

 

“VRC” means Vehicle Refurbishment Centre. 

“NSC” National Sales center. 

“VLDR” Vehicle Loss & Damage Report. 

“CDN” Car Delivery Network. 

“Destination Dealer” means the delivery of vehicle to Dealership, VRC or end 

destination. 

“FDSE” Ford Direct Stock Exchange  
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2 Introduction  

Fords’ quality philosophy is based on the principal of continuous improvement; it has 

evolved from one of defect detection to defect prevention. This approach will lead to 

improvements in quality that will mutually benefit both carriers and Ford Motor 

Company.  

  
The LSPs are obliged to support in the process of optimising transportation, and they 

furthermore agree to support Ford in its intention to provide the National Sales 

Companies (NSC’s) and the Dealership with an effective, efficient and complete logistic 

service.  

  
To achieve this goal the LSPs must only use instructed and trained personnel to handle 

or transport our vehicles, no matter if transportation is completed by truck, railway, 

barge or deep-sea-vessel.   

  

The LSPs furthermore are obliged to take the full responsibility for the personnel they 

employ or any subcontractor they use to perform the requested service and they agree 

to rectify all mistakes or faults noticed as soon as possible.   

  

The validity of this procedure is for all handling and transportation operations of 

vehicles from all FORD production plants until delivery to the national dealership or 

any other final delivery point.  

  

All annexes and addendums are valid in their latest version. All parties accept the 

VLDR Guideline and its annexes in its English version.   
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2.1 Scope of the VLDR Guideline  

The VLDR Guideline is a constituent part of the transport order between the 

commissioning Ford company (e.g. Ford Werke GmbH), irrespective of the legal form 

in which it acts (client), and the LSP for all vehicle transports/ storage executed during 

the contractual term, irrespective of whether they are executed nationally or 

internationally, by road, rail, vessel or barge or within the scope of intermodal transport 

or storage.   

  

During the contractual term, the VLDR Guideline applies in the order of precedence as 

agreed in the master service agreement.  

  

All documents apply with their various annexes, each in the latest version, and shall be 

handed over to the contracting partner free of charge upon demand if the partner is not 

already in possession thereof.   

  

To the extent that the VLDR Guideline provides for any third parties, like "Compound 

Operator", "Dealer" to exercise/perform rights/duties, issue or accept declarations on 

behalf of Ford in their own or third-party name, they are authorized to do so by Ford 

within the scope of the tasks described in the VLDR Guideline. In all other cases, the 

LSP must contact Ford's office in charge to avoid process and handle any 

damage/loss. See attachment 4 for the appropriate contacts.  

  

2.2 Damage prevention and process improvement  

The LSPs consequently use the Quality of Service techniques in order to achieve a 

continuous improvement of their services and a continuous reduction of faults and 

damages occurring.   
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Furthermore they demonstrate use of statistics and other measuring techniques in 

order to identify the root cause of damage, to establish corrective action and to monitor 

process improvement.  

  

If repetitive damages (always on the same place of the vehicle) or repeated missing 

parts are noticed or if typical loading damages are observed, this has to be reported to 

the Vehicle Dispatch Area of the respective FORD production plant and to the last 

sending compound in a written form (e.g. per Fax or e-mail) as soon as possible.  

  

A copy has to be sent to the appropriate “FORD Vehicle Operations, Quality & 

Technical Planning” Department in Ford of Europe.   

  

The LSP must be able to provide detailed statistic data about his loss and damage 

performance on all FORD vehicles in total and per individual segment, routing or 

market.   

  

LSPs are not allowed to repair vehicles or to organize vehicle repair by a dealer on 

their behalf. Only the receiving dealer or VRC centers or other approved repairers on 

request of the NSC are allowed to repair vehicles. Exceptions must be approved by 

Ford Vehicle operations. 
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2.3 Damaged claims process for Used Vehicles only 

 

If a LSP damages a unit in transit they must inform the ‘destination dealer’ and the 

VRC site it was collected from immediately and give them the first option of repair. 

The destination dealer & the VRC site it was collected from should inform Ford Direct 

immediately.  

If the ‘destination dealer’ wishes to repair the unit, all costs must be paid direct to them 

by the LSP (who damaged the unit in the first instance). 

If the ‘destination dealer’ will not accept the damaged unit and thus requires the LSP 

to get the unit repaired prior to receipt, the LSP must return the unit to the collection 

VRC site where the repair will be managed. All costs incurred; return of unit to VRC (if 

applicable), repair of damage to unit (whether it be to a Ford dealer or to the VRC site), 

redelivery of unit to destination dealer, must all be covered directly by the LSP.  

If a vehicle cannot be repaired. 

If the damage is to the extent that it now does not meet the Ford Direct standard (can 

be made by Ford Direct, the site or the RAC), the sale is cancelled by Ford Direct and 

is usually sold at auction after repair. The difference between the Ford Direct Stock 

Exchange (FDSE) sale price and the eventual selling price at auction or manual sale, 

plus any commission and transport required is the liability of the LSP. 

If a vehicle is stolen or total loss. 

Where the vehicle is a total loss/write off or stolen the transport company must tell 

‘destination dealer’ and the VRC site immediately who must inform Ford Direct within 

24 hours. The full Ford Direct Stock Exchange (FDSE) sales price plus Bonnet charge 

is then sought from the LSP. 

 

 

NOTE - All repairs have to be carried out by a recommended Ford approved 

repair center. 

 

Summary 

 All repairs and carriage will be at the LSP’s expense. 

 Damaged and then repaired vehicles will be inspected by the RAC. 
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3 Transport loss & damage detection and documentation  

3.1 Forms  

  

If as a result from a vehicle inspection a transportation loss or damage is found this 

must be reported in a special form, the Vehicle-Loss-and-Damage-Report    (VLDR).  

  

The VLDR report is no substitute for the required consignment note. The contract of 

carriage is defined in a consignment note.  The mandatory particulars in the 

consignment note depend on national and international regulations and on the carriage 

type concerned (e.g. CMR Consignment Note for international road transports).   

  

Irrespective of the provisions of statute regarding consignment notes, the following 

rules in the Vehicle-Loss-and-Damage report shall be observed without fail by the LSP 

and any other third parties named in this Guideline as regards the discovery, 

processing and determination of liability in respect of damage based on losses, partial 

losses, or damage to vehicles.   

  

3.1.1 VLDR  

Whenever during the transportation / storage process a LSP identifies a transportation 

loss or damage a VLDR has to be completed. Forms EU6547 (for passenger car 

models) and EU6546 (for commercial vehicles, e.g. Ford Transit) have to be used. 

National claims agents may advise to use national versions.  

  

The following parties are allowed to raise VLDRs: Production Plants and the 

Compound Operators including VRC Centers (if acting as sender or as interim 

receiver).   

  

If damage is found the carrier must request the Production Plants (or their Takeover 

Agents) or the Compound Operators to complete a VLDR and countersign for the 

damage found before moving the vehicle.   
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Transportation Carriers are only allowed to raise a VLDR if the compound operator will 

not supply a pre-existing or new VLDR.  

  

There may be local variants of the European standard Form used in certain markets 

due to language requirements.  

  

3.1.1.1  Completing the VLDR  

VLDR forms have to be completed in block letters. Original and all copies have to be 

clearly legible. If the VLDR is not legible, the VLDR will be deemed incomplete and the 

LSP has not successfully protected their liability.  

  

For purpose of their own liability relief all LSPs  excluding VRC-centers where the   VRC 

centre is either acting as final recipient on behalf of a dealer or inspector on behalf of 

a dealer ) involved along the transportation chain are entitled to take one page of the 

VLDR copy (front page and not the yellow page) from the vehicle. If occasionally no 

more copies exist photo static copies have to be made.   

  

The original VLDR as well as all remaining copies must be placed in the driver’s door 

pocket   

  

All VLDRs must remain in the vehicle up to the final LSP who delivers it to the dealer 

or VRC if the VRC is acting on behalf of the dealer. The last LSP delivering the vehicle 

must take out the VLDR before handover to the dealer or VRC center. The LSP must 

keep the VLDR form to protect against any future claims.  

  

3.1.1.2  Provision of the VLDR  

The LSP must provide the VLDR to the collection VRC site and destination dealer 

within 4 weeks of completing the service (delivery of vehicle) for an individual unit on a 

weekly basis.  

  

3.1.1.3  Ordering VLDRs  

Blank VLDR forms have to be downloaded from the CDN T & C’s page as described 

in attachment 2 of this guideline. 
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Attachment 1 Transport Damage Definition  

  

The following list gives information about Transportation Losses and Damages and about those ones which have to be excluded  

 

Transportation Loss & Damage Not Transportation Loss & Damage  

 

- Scratches   

- in cases where the paint has been penetrated to base 

coat (primer) or base metal.  

- under protection (wrap guard, alloy covers etc.), where 

protection is damaged  

 

- Scratches  

- which can be polished out.  

- obviously resulting from Manufacturing   

- under protection (wrap guard, alloy covers etc.), where 

protection is undamaged  

  

- Light Scratches and Chips (not to base coat) in low 

visibility areas which are so small that they can be 

rectified by brush touch-up.  

 

- Chips  

- under protection, where protection is damaged  

 

- Chips  

- clearly resulting from broken paint nibs or runs in 

forward portion of door openings (hinge-side)  

- inner edges of hoods, doors and luggage lids - panel 

joints such as spoiler to lower panel of fenders  

- under protection, where protection is undamaged  
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- Dents (outwards to inwards )  

- Under protection, where protection is undamaged and 

paint is undamaged  

 

- Surface Faults due to welding, tool or grinder marks.  

- Under protection, where protection is undamaged and 

paint is damaged  

- Repetitive Dents in same location on all vehicles except 

when associated with typical transport damage.  

- Which could not be caused without damage to other such 

as behind bumpers.  

- Small Dings (from inwards to outwards)  

 

- Glass,  broken, cracked or visible scratches   - Glass  

- Discoloration  

- Stress cracks from beneath the screen 

- Interior Soiling such as dirty seats and trim - Soiling such as adhesive and sealing materials. 

- Soiling / Contamination on surface causing paint 

damage 

- Soiling / Contamination  

- which are not aggressive to surface  

- under wrap guard  
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– Missing Items  

- All loose items mentioned on the loose part checklist/ 

sticker   

- Loose part checklist or sticker itself except for KA ex 

Tychy and vehicles ex  Craiova and Ranger ex Silverton    

- Plastic bag with loose items, if applicable  

- Plastic bag no longer sealed and parts missing according  

to list from inside the bag   

- All items attached to the exterior of the vehicle including 

but not limited to: Wiper blades, aerials etc.) if identified as 

loss during transportation   

- Keys – At least two keys (unless communicated different) 

are present in all vehicles and are cable tied together  

 

– Missing Items  

- Broken seat protection or carpet protection.  

- Ancillary parts such as license plate fasteners which are 

loose inside the vehicles. 

- All items attached to the exterior of the vehicle  due to 

miss build   

Any other Damage  

– Broken parts, paint abrasions by lashing.  

– Cuts or severe abrasions on tyres. 

–  Physically broken keys  

Any other Damage  

- Bad finish or installation.  

- Slight bumper misalignment without evidence of contact.  

- Misaligned stripes or other ornamentation. 

- Misaligned body panels without evidence of visible 

damage. 
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Attachment 2 Downloading VLDR forms  

FOR CARRIERS:  

  

Ford of Britain: Use the CDN terms and conditions page to download  

Forms; 

EU6547 (for passenger car models) 

 

EU6546 (for commercial vehicles, e.g. Ford Transit) 
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Attachment 3- Guide for Photographs 

 

The procedure for transit damage claims submission now includes the requirement to 

provide photographic evidence of the damage claimed. Failure to provide clear pictures in 

line with these guidelines may delay the acceptance and authorisation of the claim. 

 

Please ensure the image is in focus and the damage is visible. A minimum of four 

photographs should be taken per damage. These should include: 

 

1.  The VIN number 

2.  Overview of vehicle at point of delivery 

3.  Damage area (i.e. from 1 metre away) 

4.  Damage (i.e. close up image) 

 

 

The Claims Agent can provide a calibration measurement guide (Picture 4) which if used 

should be held next to the damage. For measurement guides please contact the Claims 

Agent and a guide/s will be sent direct to you via the post. 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  Picture 1  

  

  VIN NUMBER  

 

  

  Picture 2    

  

  Overview pictures of vehicle delivery at point of 

delivery    

 

  

  Picture 3  

   

  DAMAGE AREA  

  From 1 metre away  

 

  

  Picture 4  

  

  DAMAGE  

  With Calibration Measurement Guide  
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The photographs should be taken on a digital camera preferably with 5 mega pixels or more.   

  

Before the images are submitted to the Claims Agent please ensure that they are re-sized on 

your  

PC. The optimum image should be resized to 640 x 480 px. Please note this is the maximum 

the size images should be. Smaller image sizes are also suitable. All files should be saved as 

a .jpg file.  

  

If the photographs are of good quality 640 x 480 is an acceptable size to submit to ensure that 

mail size is kept to a minimum. It is recommended that you do not delete your high spec 

images until your claim has been approved in the event that the high spec images are 

required.    

  

Here is an example of a poor quality photograph, the photograph is out of focus 

and the damage is not visible. It is impossible to tell the severity of this damage. 
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Attachment 4 – Example VLDR Forms  
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